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1. Dialectic is not part of some of the most important philosophical views of 
___________________.

     	--->> Ibn Sina

     	      Al-Ghazali

     	      Al-Farabi

     	      Al-Kindi

2. Ã¢â‚¬ËœAbd Al-Rahman, Ibn KhaldÃ…Â«n was the father of the science of 
___________, and one of the founders of sociology.

     	      politics

     	      mathematics

     	--->> history

     	      philosophy

3. Most important philosophical views of ________________ may be summed up 
under three heads.

     	      Al- KindÃ„Â«

     	      Al-Ghazali

     	--->> Ibn Sina

     	      Al-Farabi

4. Following are some of the languages to which Al-Farabi's works were  translated 
except _____________.

     	      Hebrew

     	--->> Italian

     	      Latin

     	      various European languages
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5. Al-Farabi was born in about C.258/870 at a village called _____________________.

     	      Wasij in Iraq

     	      Hamman in Palestine

     	      Alepo in Syria

     	--->> Wasij in Transoxiana

6. 

     	      Al- KindÃ„Â«

     	--->> C.S. Lewis

     	      Emile Durkheim

     	      Al-Ghazaali

7. The word philosophy was earliest used by a Greek Historian 
named________________.

     	      Sigmud Freud

     	      Melford Spiro

     	--->> Herodotus

     	      Goldie Hawn

8. The last of the theory of ______________________ is that which governs the 
sublunary heaven.

     	--->> ten intelligence of Al-Farabi

     	      ten intelligence of Al-Kindi

     	      ten intelligence of Al-Ghazali

     	      none of the above

9. Why did Al-Farabi introduce the theory of prophecy?

     	      to make clarification between religion and knowledge

     	      to reconcile between God and Prophets

     	      to separate religion from philosophy
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     	--->> to reconciliate rationality with traditionalism

10. According to ______________ , there are three kinds of minds.

     	--->> Ibn Sina

     	      Al-Ghazali

     	      Al-Farabi

     	      Al-Kindi
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